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Causes and consequences of adult sex ratio variation in birds
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Adult sex ratio (ASR) is one of the basic demographic parameters of natural populations, and recent theories suggest that ASR may influence reproductive sex roles, including parental care and mating behaviour. In this talk I review the diversity of ASR in natural populations of
birds, showing that data often consistently suggest unbalanced ASR in some species. There are several processes that can generate skewed ASR: sex ratio may already biased at hatching, or becomes unbalanced later due to sex differences in mortality and/or maturation time.
I will show the results of phylogenetic comparative analyses that test some of these explanations, and suggest that ASR is more strongly
associated with sex differences in adult mortalities than either hatching or fledging sex ratios. Finally, I will present comparative analyses
using data on 180 species from 59 avian families in which we explored how variation in ASR is related to variation in sex roles. Theories
predict that the rarer sex, which has better mating opportunities than the opposite sex, should invest more in obtaining multiple matings (or
changing partners) and at the same time should reduce parental care. According to these predictions, our analyses show that skewed ASRs
are often associated with polygamy and high divorce rates, and also with sex differences in parental roles.
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